PAINTING
(225)
TUTOR MARKED ASSIGNMENT
Max. Marks : 20
(i)
All questions are compulsory. The marks allotted for each question are given at
same place.

Note:
(ii)

Write your name, enrolment number, AI name and subject on the top of the first
page of the answer sheet.

Answer any one out of the following questions in about 40 to 60 words.
(a)
A4

Observe the Dancing Girl statue of Harrappan period. Notice carefully the posture, hairstyle,
jewellery that the girl is wearing. Now in an A4 size sheet, make a similar figure in Rajasthani
attire (Lehenga-choli). Adorn the figure with jewellary. Colour it with bright colour and paste it
in a suitable background. Write about the similarity of the Dancing Girl style and attire with
modern day Rajasthani women.
(b)

The monuments of the Pallavas consit of cave temples and structural temples. Mamallapuram
relief boulder depiciting 'Arjuna's Penance' is one of its famous example. Study its compsotion.
Make a similar composition using your own version of human and animal figures.
Write a few lines about this famous relief "Arjuna's Penance".
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Answer any one out of the following questions in about 40 to 60 words.
(a)

Consider a painting from "Kalpasutra", a Jain book of Rituals. The composition of this
painting is devided into few squares and rectangles. Each segment narrates different sequence
of a stroy. Write a few lines about the colours and forms in this painting.
Make a painting in divisions like this depicting a story or a part of story.
(b)

Write few lines about the different ritualitic, utilitarian and individualstic folk art styles of
India. Write at least 20 words about Kolam. Try to prepare a Kolam on the floor of your
home.

Answer any one out of the following questions in about 40 to 60 words.
(a)

Visit your nearby library / book stall and study the painting of 'Monalisa' by Leonardo da
Vinci and 'Woman Face' painted by Rabindranath Tagore. Compare them and write short
note an the stylistic approach by both the master painters.
Draw a face of a woman either in the style of Da Vinci or Tagore.
(b)

Observe the painting "Starry Night" by Vincent Van Gogh. Study the technique of painting.
Now select any compositino on night sky near your vicinity and make a picture following the
style of Van Gogh.
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Answer any one of out of the following questions in about 100 to 150 words.
(a)
Write about impressionism and post impressionism. Make two paintings which can justify
the difference of these two diferent schools.
(b)

Write few lines about the style of Pablo Picasso. Mentain the three important periods of his
life and the significance of colours in it.
Make a picture and then break it and paint it in Picasso's style like he painted the Man with
Violin (you can make the painting by using geometric shapes like, circles, triangles, squares).

Answer any one out of the following questions in about 100 to 150 words.
(a)

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(i)

Arrange few utencils like cup plate, bowel, tea pot and spoon.

(ii)

Use a black drapery at the background.

(iii)

Keep the proportion of the objects in your drawing.

(iv)

Use water colours.

(v)

Try to paint in only blue or black colour.

(b)
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Replace the composition of Amrita Shergil - The Brahmacharies with female figures. Paint
the composition with poster colour and paste the painting on black pasted paper. Write about
the style of Amrita Shergil that impressies you the most.

Prepare any one Project out of given below:
(a)

Observe the work of Krishna Reddy in your textbook. Make different prints by using different
materials like vegetables, cut out, rough cloth material like Jute, hand print, finger print
(impression of painted hand or finger etc.)
(b)

Can you combine calligraphy and forms in one painting? It can be very interesting work of art
if you combine letters (any language) and make a composition using different letters or even
quotes. Then adorn the letters or quotes with drawings. You can refer to the work of Panniker
as in your textbook.

To score better in nios and for good
percentage contact @ 9839065533
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